NWNP

MINUTES OF A MEETING HELD ON MONDAY 11th FEBRUARY 2019
Subject

Description

Actions

Present:

Geoff Chapman (Chair), Ruth Knight, Wendy Tilley, Nick
Tilley, Pip Hartley, Emma Turner

Apologies:

Peter Waggett, Sue Robinson, Hannah Pearce

Minutes of last
meeting and matters
arising

The minutes of the meeting held on 14 January 2019 had
been accepted as an accurate record of the meeting. Other
than those itemised on the agenda, there were no further
matters arising.

Declarations of interest

None

Site assessment

The additional (B&D BC SHELAA) site assessments are in
hand. PH and ET have completed the desktop work and
will complete visits shortly, once letters have been
received by landowners.
Letters have been sent to landowners from the NW ‘Call
for Sites’ explaining the delay, due to additional
requirements from B&D BC.
ET has photos of sites from the ‘Call for Sites’ and will
upload to dropbox.
Photos will be taken for the additional B&D sites.

ET/PH

Identifying green
spaces

It had been agreed that we should research other
neighbourhood plans to help identify how to approach
this. Six possible green spaces had been identified. The
results from the village questionnaire would help inform.

RK/SR

Identifying local
facilities

It had been agreed that we should research other
neighbourhood plans to help identify how to approach
this. The results from the village questionnaire would help
inform.

RK/SR

Follow up regarding
support with writing up
the NP

It had been agreed that we would need to identify a
project brief to include ‘where we are at’ and ‘what we
want to achieve’ and seek quotes for support to write up
the NP. The NWPC would require three quotes
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NWNP
Funding

Date of next meeting

GC had looked into funding for grants for the forthcoming
financial year. Details are not yet available for 2019-2020
but an application would be made as soon as it becomes
possible.
Monday 4th March 2019, 8pm. Venue: 10 St Michael’s
Close.

GC

